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2014

The Crime Prevention Unit is launched
– a year later the team is equipped
with body-worn CCTV cameras.

L ook in g B ac k

J&M Cleaning is provided with 20 new
waste collection trolleys. The CCID
purchases and installs 900 rodent
boxes throughout the CBD.

ADDING BRUSHSTROKES

The Social Development team
establishes Siyakha Coaching,
a programme concentrating on
equipping Straatwerk Dignity
participants with skills.

OVER TIME

Portside, the Central City’s first new
skyscraper in 20 years, is completed,
ushering in an era of unprecedented
development on the Foreshore.

The CCID turns 15 in November, and City Views has been around
for 14 of those. Here are some of the organisation’s highlights,
including the contents of its trophy cabinet.

2006

2000 2001
The CCID begins with 100
community police officers
deployed on the streets.

Specialised units to
deal with robbery, ATM
fraud, drugs and land
invasions are formed.

The Central City is divided
into four CCID precincts.
City Views launches as a
four-page brochure, and
six years later it assumes its
current form as a newspaper.

Shop vacancies drop
by 66%.

The CCID deploys 160
public safety officers
(PSOs); 10 horses
complement its response
vehicles.
A user survey shows a
remarkable turnaround
has been achieved in the
CBD in two years.

2009

2007

Straatwerk provides
200 workers to the CCID
(now 300).
The City introduces its
“Rent a Cop” programme,
and the CCID and
Cape Town Partnership
act as the pilot for the
project by hiring eight
dedicated law enforcement
officers to work in the
area and address bylaw
contraventions.

J&M Cleaning, a fully black
female-owned firm, is
appointed by the CCID.

2003
2002

IDA Merit Award in Economic
Business & Development for
The State of Cape Town Central
City Report: 2013 – A year in review

2004

The CCID starts working
with Straatwerk, and
a social development
coordinator and two
fieldworkers are also
employed.
The organisation begins
to provide supplementary
security and cleaning to
important events such
as the Community Chest
Twilight Team Run and the
Mother City Queer Project.

A winter blanket drive takes
place as a precursor to the
current GIVE RESPONSIBLY
campaign, which launches
in 2008.

2005

The Safety & Security
department assists
SAPS in establishing
the pioneering sector
policing project
and in establishing
community courts
to deal with minor
offences such as
antisocial behaviour.
The City of Cape
Town establishes the
Cyclops CCTV camera
surveillance unit, with
the CCID acting as a
response team.

2012

“Ideal cities are very much the
product of their own ages.
Designed as complete urban
statements, they bear the
unmistakable imprint of their
own culture and world view in
every street and building.
And yet, to be successful,
a city has to be open to
continuous development, free
to evolve and grow with the
demands of new times.”

A high-tech incident mapping system
is installed at the CCID control centre.
PD SMiTH

The first annual The State of Cape
Town Central City Report is published.
Author, City: A Guidebook to the Urban Age
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IDA Downtown of the Month

IDA Downtown of
the Month

2008

Iliso Protection Services, a fully
black female-owned firm, is
appointed on the CCID security
contract. The Safety & Security
team establishes a security
forum, bringing together all
law enforcement agencies and
security companies operating
in the CBD.
The CCID rolls out its first
phase of cigarette bins across
the CBD and hanging baskets
for flowers are placed in
St George’s Mall.
The CCID distributes 2.5 tons
of donations from Capetonians
to victims of xenophobia.

The first edition of the Best of
Cape Town Central City guide
is published, and the CCID
rebrands, with a new logo.
International Downtown
Association (IDA) Special
Achievement Award for
Social Development

2010

Four branded mobile security
kiosks are placed on the
streets; the following year
this increases to five and
today there are seven.
MyCiTi bus services begin
running in the CBD, with the
main station on the network
opening at the Civic Centre.
The City of Cape Town
Certiﬁcate for Excellence
for work during the 2010
FIFA World Cup™

2011

2013

The Straatwerk Dawn Patrol
is introduced to clean the
streets from nighttime
debris between 04h00 and
07h00.

A Publishing Forum
Awards for City Views
for excellence in
design, excellence in
communications,
excellence in writing, best
publication with a small
budget (second place), best
newspaper (third place)

The Safety & Security
department assists the
City and SAPS to clean up
Senator Park, evicting drug
dealers and other criminal
elements from the building.

The first-ever street survey
of the CBD’s homeless
population is conducted by
the CCID, identifying 580
individuals.
The 2011 census reveals a
Central City population of
5 647 – up from 750 when
the CCID started.

2015
The Social Development
department partners with
Youth Solutions Africa
(project manager John
Philmon is pictured below
right), arranging for beds
for referral of clients from
its fieldworkers. A Chronic
Medicines Dispensing

IDA Achievement
Award for City Views

The “Stash it, don’t flash
it” poster campaign is
launched. An undercover
Safety & Security unit is
established to undertake
covert ops. The CCID
becomes Cyclops’s
number one respondent in
the CBD, with an average
response time of five
minutes.
The Clean Campaign is
launched.
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IDA Merit Award for
Social Development’s
GIVE RESPONSIBLY
campaign

Unit for street people
is established at The
Carpenter’s Shop.
An additional nighttime
manager is employed,
bringing the total to two
(pictured below) for the first
time in the CCID’s history.

